
 Vocal Women, Silent Woman: Gender in the Noble Numbers   

In “To Julia, the Flaminica Dialis, or Queen-Priest” (H-539) in Hesperides, Julia offers 

incense in a censer to “make a Peace” between the god of love and the people, just as Aaron put 

fire in his censor to make atonement for the people of Israel.  Although much less critical 

attention has been paid to Herrick’s Noble Numbers than to his Julia poems, gender is similarly 

fluid in these sacred poems, which shift between male/priest and female/church.  For instance, in 

the two longest poems of His Noble Numbers, Jephthah’s daughter (N-83) and Dorcas (N-123) 

represent Christ in the tomb in addition to the Anglican Church persecuted by the Puritans.1   

How does this gender ambiguity affect women?  Not only are the women of these two dirges 

Christ-figures, but also in these poems Herrick gives voice—for the first time in British biblical 

commentary and literature—to the female chorus that surrounds each central character.  At the 

same time, however, he makes Jephthah’s daughter and Dorcas passive victims, not only 

eliminating the resurrection of the latter, but also other details of the biblical narrative that 

undermine stereotypes about women.  That these women do not speak is unsurprising, since they 

are dead, but neither does Herrick acknowledge anything they said prior to death. Moreover, 

female characters in other poems (the Virgin Mary, Martha, and Mary Magdalene) are similarly 

silenced.  Not only in the two dirges, but also in every reference to a female biblical figure in His 

Noble Numbers, Herrick chooses to include only details that subordinate the central female 

characters, suppressing potentially subversive detail.   

Both dirges have been neglected by critics, in the case of “The Widdowes teares, or Dirge 

of Dorcas” (N-123), suggests Claude Summers, “perhaps because its intention is not 

immediately obvious” (55).  In this poem, a group of  women lament the death of Dorcas (also 

known as Tabitha), who had provided food and clothing for them; in Acts, Dorcas is raised from 
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the dead by Peter, but in Herrick’s poem this resurrection has not yet taken place—and in fact, is 

not anticipated, as Peter has evidently not yet arrived.  Summers’s analysis demonstrates that 

“‘The Widdowes teares’ is a thinly disguised lamentation for the demise of the British Church as 

Herrick had known it” (56).  His argument is especially convincing since it provides a plausible 

explanation for Herrick’s omission of the resurrection of Dorcas.  Yet, as Marjorie Swann points 

out, Summers’s historical reading “fails to consider how Herrick’s depiction of women 

complicates the political stance of the poem.”  Summers and Swann are the only critics to 

consider “The Widdowes teares” in depth, and Swann the only critic to go beyond a superficial 

reading of “The Dirge of Jephthahs Daughter, sung by the Virgins” (N-83).  This poem records 

the mourning of the companions of a girl whose father, according to the book of Judges, made a 

rash vow to sacrifice the first creature he encountered on his return home from a victory in battle.  

In both poems, Herrick gives voice to women—women who had been “peripheral to both the 

biblical account and the commentators”—while “the male voice and male authority are 

significantly absent,” argues Swann. Moreover, these women “perform their own funerary rites, 

unconstrained by male religious authority.”  Yet although Swann purports, in her discussion of 

the two dirges, to be analyzing “Women in Herrick’s Noble Numbers” (her subheading), she fails 

to consider the different picture given by the shorter poems in Noble Numbers, and this omission 

distorts her overall reading. In contrast, an approach from biblical literary scholarship 

acknowledges both those aspects of the Noble Numbers that empower women and those that are 

oppressive.  

The two dirges bear similarities to the final sequence of His Noble Numbers, the poems 

devoted to Christ’s Passion, and thus complicate gender in Herrick’s sacred poems.2  In both 

“The Dirge of Jephthahs Daughter” and “The Widdowes teares,” women offer tears and sighs for 
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one who has been sacrificed for others, like the women weeping at the cross and tomb of their 

savior.  In the Passion poems as well as the dirges, the tomb is strewn with flowers and 

associated with spices; an erotic element is also present. For instance, “Good Friday: Rex 

Tragicus, or Christ going to His Crosse” (N-263) ends with the claim that “we (Thy Lovers) . . . / 

. . . will both sigh, and weep; / And bring our Spices, to embalm Thee dead.”  In “This Crosse-

Tree” (N-268), Christ is beseeched to “[l]ook down, and see / Us weepe for Thee.”  The first two 

about the sepulcher are the most similar to the two dirges.  In “To his Saviours Sepulcher: his 

Devotion” (N-269), the speaker “come[s] to kisse Thy Stone / With a warm lip,” notices that the 

place smells of frankincense and the “rare Aromaticks” of Arabia, and declares a fervent 

intention of never leaving the site: “Ravisht I am!  and down I lie, / Confus’d, in this brave 

Exstasie.”  In “His Offering, with the rest, at the Sepulcher” (N-270), he stresses Christ’s 

virginity as he brings a “Virgin-Flower” for his “Maiden-Saviour.”    

Like Christ, Jephthah’s daughter “paid [. . .] the debt,” achieving “our liberty” with her 

death.  But if she is Christ, she is a female Christ, “the Queen / Of this smooth Green.”  Most of 

the language that describes her, however, is gender-neutral (“O Paragon, and Pearle of praise!”) 

or ambiguous: for instance, does “[o]f Daughters all, the Deerest Deere” mean that she is the 

dearest daughter, or dear to all the daughters, the “Maiden-Traine” who addresses her in words 

of love?  They call on virgins of the future to “Male-Incense burn / Upon thine Altar,” elsewhere 

described as “[t]he Altar of our love.”  The maidens channel the cultural mandate toward 

marriage and reproduction toward their late companion, laying bridal veils and ribbons on the 

tomb dedicating their “Maiden-pleasures [to] be / Wrapt in the winding-sheet, with thee.”  

Suggestively, they petition “thy bed of Spice” and its environs to be made “all Paradise.”  The 

union of her maiden perfection and their petitions will produce as children flowers (“May Sweets 
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grow here!”) and incense: “Fat Frankincense: / Let Balme, and Cassia send their scent / From out 

thy Maiden-Monument.” 

Dorcas has left behind widows grieving for the loss of food and garments she had 

provided them, rather than maidens mourning a sacrificed virgin, but otherwise the poem is 

similar.  Like Jephthah’s daughter, she is identified with a male figure, in this case Charles I, in 

prison at the time of publication of His Noble Numbers: “The Caroll of our gladness / Ha’s taken 

wing.”  As Summers notes, this pun is quite “daring,” politically (63).  But Dorcas is more than 

Charles: as Achsah Guibbory asserts, language borrowed from Psalms and Lamentations also 

makes her an image of the temple in Jerusalem, mourned by exiles after its destruction (144).  

Like the other dirge, and the poems about Christ, the poem contains an epithalamic gesture:  

Thy belly like a hill is,  

Or as a neat  

Cleane heap of wheat,  

All set about with Lillies. (76-80) 

This reference to the Song of Songs--“thy belly is like an heap of wheat, set about with lilies” 

(7.2)--makes Dorcas at once an erotic figure and a representation of the Church, as Summers 

asserts: “The allusions to Song of Songs, whose erotic celebration of betrothal was popularly 

interpreted by Christians as a marriage song of Christ and his Church, may have been prompted 

by the Greek translation of Tabitha, ‘Dorcas,’ which means ‘deer’ or ‘roebuck,’ one of the 

epithets applied to Christ by the Bride in Song of Songs” (57).  Summers notes other echoes of 

Song of Songs as well: the spices “saffron and calamus, cinnamon and spikenard” from Song 

3.14 and Dorcas’s “spotlesse, white” hands to “Thou art all fair, my love; there is no spot in 

thee” from Song 4.7 (58).  These allusions make Herrick’s poem a dirge for a lover as well as a 
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provider of the necessities of life.  In this as well as in the song for Jephthah’s daughter, gender 

is too fluid to identify the desire as hetero- or homoerotic, since Dorcas is at once a woman, the 

(female) church, the king, and Christ.3   

In addition to providing an expression of desire, the chorus in each poem represents the 

empowerment of previously voiceless women.  Swann sees this as part of Herrick’s “subver[sion 

of] the Laudian reinforcement of patriarchy,” as “the bridesmaids and childbed attendants of the 

epithalamia and ‘Julia’s Churching’ are transformed into articulate female collectivities whose 

repudiation of gender roles cannot be contained or silenced.”  Herrick also shifts the emphasis of 

each biblical text away from the prominent man. In the Dorcas dirge, Peter is not even 

mentioned.  Jephthah is barely mentioned, and his role is downplayed: 

Too soon, too deere did Jephthah buy, 

By thy sad losse, our liberty: 

His was the Bond and Cov’nant, yet 

Thou paid’st the debt, 

Lamented Maid!  he won the day, 

But for the conquest thou didst pay. 

And again: 

Thy Father brought with him along 

The Olive branch, and Victors Song: 

He slew the Ammonites, we know, 

But to thy woe . . . . 

Although “Jephthah’s daughter” is nameless, Herrick’s poem gives her the central place to the 

extent that the victorious judge seems to be merely Jephthah’s daughter’s father.  He never 
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speaks.  Moreover, while other early modern writers had noted her death mainly as depriving her 

father of a line of descendents, Herrick “depicts her as a casuality [sic] of the economics of male 

power” (Swann).    

Yet Swann’s view of empowered women is not the entire picture.  An approach from 

biblical scholarship can be extended to these poems based on biblical texts.  In Texts of Terror, 

Phyllis Trible reads biblical texts by combining two feminist approaches, one which “documents 

. . . the inferiority, subordination, and abuse of the female” and another which “upholds forgotten 

texts and reinterprets familiar ones to . . . challenge . . . sexism”; the combined approach 

“interprets stories of outrage on behalf of their female victims in order to recover a neglected 

history, to remember a past that the present embodies, and to pray that these terrors shall not 

come to pass again” (3).   

In Judges, for instance, Jephthah’s daughter has no name.  As Trible writes, her mother is 

never mentioned, “her grandmother was a harlot, and her grandfather cannot be identified” (101).  

She is the victim of a careless vow made by her father, one which he never considers breaking.  

Nor does he express a wish to die in her place, as David did when his son was dying (102).  The 

narrative portrays her as his father’s “most precious possession,” and when he tears his clothing 

in token of grief, he “mourns for himself, not for his daughter” (101), saying “Alas, my daughter! 

thou hast brought me very low, and thou art one of them that trouble me” (Judges 11.35).  At the 

same time, she accepts her fate with “courage” and “integrity” (Trible 101).  Moreover, rather 

than displaying “quiet acquiescence,” “[w]ithin the limits of the inevitable she takes charge to 

bargain for herself,” requesting “a time and place apart from her father” (103).  In this time and 

place she “reaches out to other women” (104) and these women remember her despite her lack of 

offspring (106): “And it was a custom in Israel, That the daughters of Israel went yearly to 
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lament the daughter of Jephthah the Gileadite four days in a year” (Judges 11.39b-40).  Although 

she is ultimately silenced by death, in negotiating she has a voice:  

And she said unto him, My father, if thou hast opened thy mouth unto the LORD, do to 

me according to that which hath proceeded out of thy mouth; forasmuch as the LORD 

hath taken vengeance for thee of thine enemies, even of the children of Ammon. And she 

said unto her father, Let this thing be done for me: let me alone two months, that I may 

go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my virginity, I and my fellows. (Judges 

11.36-37). 

It is this voice that is conspicuously absent from Herrick’s poem.  Focusing on the period after 

her death, “The Dirge of Jephthahs Daughter, sung by the Virgins” omits her speech entirely.  

Neither does the poem mention her bargain with her father, or her time alone with her virgin 

companions.  Although in the dirge she is remembered, it is purely as victim: her courage and 

her strength have been sacrificed as well as her life. 

Similarly, in “The Widdowes teares” Dorcas is recalled for her good deeds, which are 

purely domestic: she provided food and clothing to poor widows.  Herrick’s source is the ninth 

chapter of Acts:  

Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by interpretation is 

called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.  And it 

came to pass in those days, that she was sick, and died: whom when they had washed, 

they laid her in an upper chamber.  And forasmuch as Lydda was nigh to Joppa, and the 

disciples had heard that Peter was there, they sent unto him two men, desiring him that he 

would not delay to come to them.  Then Peter arose and went with them. When he was 

come, they brought him into the upper chamber: and all the widows stood by him 
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weeping, and shewing the coats and garments which Dorcas made, while she was with 

them.  But Peter put them all forth, and kneeled down, and prayed; and turning him to the 

body said, Tabitha, arise. And she opened her eyes: and when she saw Peter, she sat up.  

And he gave her his hand, and lifted her up, and when he had called the saints and 

widows, presented her alive.  (9.36-41) 

The focus of the narrative is on Dorcas’s resurrection by Peter (Summers 56): her good works 

are in the past.  She never speaks--although neither does anyone else--and her only action is 

sitting up—after which she must be lifted by Peter. Yet in Acts, this seemingly stereotypical 

portrayal of a woman is undermined by a single word: Dorcas is the only woman in the New 

Testament described as µαθήτρια, the feminine form of “disciple.” Herrick omits this detail.  

Moreover, that he omits her resurrection deprives her even of the act of rising from the prone to 

the seated position.  Like Jephthah’s daughter, Dorcas is a victim, a memory recalled by other 

women, women who speak while she is silent.   

In contrast to both Jephthah’s daughter and Dorcas, Christ begins the Passion sequence 

with action: even though the poem contains no reported speech, “Rex Tragicus” (N-263) 

describes Christ “act[ing] the Tragedian” by stripping himself and ascending to the cross before 

“the flux of Nations.”4  The Passion poems also grant speech to Christ, as suggested by the title 

of “His Saviours words, going to the Crosse” (N-266).  Moreover, in the penultimate poem of 

Noble Numbers, “His coming to the Sepulcher” (N-271), the speaker finds the tomb empty, 

intimating a resurrection which was denied to Dorcas.  Swann refers to this poem as comparable 

to the two dirges: all three poems, she argues, show “that the breakdown of ecclesiastical and 

political control may allow women to reject traditional gender roles,” although for Herrick such 

subversion is not positive.  It is true, as Swann notes, that the angel does not speak in Herrick’s 
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poem, but her assertion about a “striking absence of male authority” in this and other Passion 

poems is exaggerated when we consider the striking absence of female authority and the female 

voice, for in this poem a male speaker displaces the women at the tomb.  Only in the gospel of 

John do male disciples witness the empty tomb, and even then only after the women have 

reported it to them.  Male disciples are conspicuously absent from the tomb in the synoptic 

gospels, the three gospels that feature an angel, as does “His coming to the Sepulcher”: “Tell me, 

white Angell; what is now become / Of Him, we lately seal’d up in this Tombe?”  What Swann 

presumably sees as “male authority” in these two gospels also empowers the women with both 

the first knowledge of the resurrection and the command to impart this knowledge to a group that 

includes men: “And the angel answered and said unto the women, Fear not ye: for I know that ye 

seek Jesus, which was crucified.  He is not here: for he is risen, as he said. Come, see the place 

where the Lord lay.  And go quickly, and tell his disciples that he is risen from the dead” 

(Matthew 28.5-7a).   

Women are not wholly absent from the tomb in Herrick’s poetry, but their role is less 

than in the gospels.  In the sole poem where Herrick describes the women at the tomb, 

“Observation” (N-180), Mary Magdalene and Mary mother of James cry at the tomb but do not 

speak to the angel or (since Herrick does not describe the risen Christ here or elsewhere) serve as 

the first witnesses of the resurrection.  The Virgin Mary, also mentioned in this poem, is so 

completely silenced that she is unable even to weep as she stands at the cross, “[b]ecause the 

Law forbad to sit and crie / For those, who did as malefactors die.”  “Observation” is one of four 

shorter poems involving Mary, and in none of them does she speak.  Herrick neither cites nor 

alludes to the Magnificat, Mary’s song which includes a powerful statement about divine 

concern for justice: “He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the 
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imagination of their hearts. He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of 

low degree.  He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away” 

(Luke 1.51-53). “The Virgin Mary” (N-183), “Another” (N-184), and another poem entitled 

“The Virgin Mary” (N-190) all focus on her maternity, describing her as simultaneously “Bud, 

and yet a Rose full-blowne,” a piece of glass admitting sunlight without suffering “crack or 

Schisme,” and “[t]he House of God, by Christ inhabited” respectively.  She is an object rather 

than a person. 

Two other shorter poems are devoted to women.  In the epigram “Martha, Martha” (N-

174), the sister of Mary and Lazarus is silent.  The poem focuses on “[t]he repetition of the 

name” by Christ when he was gently rebuking Martha (Luke 10.41), rather than on Martha’s 

profession of faith: “I believe that thou art the Christ, the Son of God, which should come into 

the world” (John 11.27).  The final such poem, “Upon Woman and Mary” (N-192), explains that 

Christ called Mary Magdalene “woman” when her “Faith was small” but “Mary” when she was 

“strong in Faith.”  Mary Magdalene is silenced--like Jephthah’s daughter, Dorcas, the Virgin 

Mary, and Martha--but she bears the unique privilege in His Noble Numbers of being ascribed 

strength.  However, this poem offers no hint of explanation of how Christ knew the strength of 

her faith.  In his edition of Herrick’s poetry, J. Max Patrick identifies the “small faith” passage as 

Luke 7.44, where the unnamed woman generally understood to be Mary Magdalene anoints 

Christ’s feet with perfume, and the “strong faith” passage as John 20.15-16, her encounter at the 

tomb with the risen Christ, but both names can be found in the latter passage: “Jesus saith unto 

her, Woman, why weepest thou? whom seekest thou? She, supposing him to be the gardener, 

saith unto him, Sir, if thou have borne him hence, tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will 

take him away. Jesus saith unto her, Mary.  She turned herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni; 
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which is to say, Master.”  Nor does the former passage provide much evidence of Herrick’s 

charge of little faith, since in Luke the story concludes with Christ’s commendation of the 

unnamed woman: “Thy faith hath saved thee; go in peace” (Luke 7.50).  These biblical texts 

contain much detail about Mary Magdalene (or the woman presumed to be Mary Magdalene), 

detail including both female speech and female action.  Significantly, this detail is omitted by 

Herrick.       

Other voices can be heard in these shorter poems: Herrick refers to church fathers 

Gregory and Ambrose, adding parenthetically “as I have read” (N-190) and “as S. Ambrose 

saith” (N-192).  But these voices are male.  Where the Bible depicts female actions, Herrick 

provides male actions and female passivity; where his sources record female speech, he displaces 

women’s words with men’s.  Herrick allows a chorus of unidentified women to speak, and 

Swann’s article on this topic is an important contribution to the scholarship about the dirges; 

however, no female figure with any identifying characteristics, whether the Virgin Mary or 

Jephthah’s daughter, speaks anywhere in His Noble Numbers.  Swann’s “void of male silence 

and uncertainty” is always partial, with the female voices countered by those of Christ, church 

fathers, and the man addressing the angel at the tomb.  Thus, Trible’s approach to the Bible, 

seeing both the ways it oppresses women and the ways it empowers them, can be taken as a 

model for reading Herrick’s poems: Herrick empowers women that are silenced by the biblical 

sources, while stripping biblically-empowered women of voice and agency.  Even in the midst of 

showing “the breakdown of ecclesiastical and political control” (Swann), Herrick seems to feel it 

necessary to limit female authority by hinting at male authority and by silencing identifiable 

female figures who could serve as leaders for the subversive choruses.  Patriarchal society is 
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more secure when the virgin who can negotiate successfully with her father remains as silent as 

the grave. 

 

Notes:  

1. Ann Coiro, who asserts that Julia is “co-priest” with Herrick, sees these two dirges as 

connected to the Julia poems. 

2. Miriam Starkman was perhaps the first to make this suggestion regarding the Dorcas 

poem: “One wonders whether in Dorcas’s comeliness and good works there is not more 

than a hint of Christ’s lætitia and caritas” (14).   

3. Robert Deming asserts that both Jephthah’s daughter and Dorcas are also types of the 

Virgin Mary, as the dirge to the former is “devotional” and the poem to the latter echoes 

“Thou art blessed” (110, 112). 

4. Marcus argues that early readers would have seen in this poem a reference to Charles I 

(cf. Moison).   
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